
 5700



Design your 

       Espresso 
Every HLF coffee machine is produced with passion and accuracy on details 
where technology meets the Italian design. 

The HLF 5700 is the latest addition to the HLF super automatic line, which 
combines the speed of delivery with the quality of Italian espresso.
Perfect for high volume locations, the HLF 5700 is capable of delivering an 
American coffee (200 ml) in 7 sec.
TheThe implemented technology allows to create a considerable variety of drinks 
and thanks to the cold module, the HLF 5700 can also deliver cold brewed 
coffee with the "nitro" effect in a few seconds.
The large touch screen (15 inches IPS) offers a unique interactive experience 
that guides the user through multiple selections with extreme simplicity and 
intuition.
TheThe external completion modules allow the HLF 5700 to be installed in any 
environment, offering maximum flexibility and the right compromise between 
bulk and performance.

HLF 5700, the perfect companion when speed and strength become a "must".





Touch Screen (Size 15’’) 
Capable to play images gallery 
and videos. The intuitive inter-
face layout, makes every opera-
tions simple and easy. 

Solubles Powder Module
(Optional) 3 canisters inside, 
choosing between 600g or
1,0 kg of capacity.

 

Discover 5700

Drip  tray 
1,7 Lt capacity

Cup Sensor
(Optional) To detect the 
presence of the cup



Second beans hopper to
give a second choice of quality 
coffee.

Beans hopper

Three size of beans hoppers
- 0,3 kg  (Optional)
- 0,6 kg
- 1,0 kg

Coffee Storage Module
(Optional)

Milk Fridge
(Optional)

Cup Warmer
(Optional) 

Cold Module
(Optional) 



Multitasking

Strong and solid coffee brewer with variable coffee chamber
able to dispense true Italian espresso and large american coffee.

Remote Control System for a complete control of the machine 
including drink recipes, statistic, error messages, video setting and 
much more.

The new milk system provides milk foam at the perfect 
consistency, both in hot and cold drinks. 

HLF CLOUDS

Coffee Group

PRO Milk System

Thanks to the built in cleaning agent tank, the HLF 5700
is able to clean itself according to the setting saved in the
internal calendar.

Self Cleaning Cycle

Software

Coffee storage modules and instant powders module 
to dispense multiple ingredients simultaneously.

Sophisticate but easy at the same time, very reactive and 
fully customizable making  possible to manage every single
modules. 

Features



Configure your 5700
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